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Three generations in type I compactifications
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Generalizing the recent work on three-family type I compactifications, we classify perturbative type I vacua
obtained via compactifying on theT6/Z2^ Z2^ Z3 orbifold with all possible Wilson lines. In particular,
we concentrate on models with gauge groups containing the standard model gauge group
SU(3)c^ SU(2)w^ U(1)Y as a subgroup. All of the vacua we obtain contain D5-branes and are nonperturba-
tive from the heterotic viewpoint. The models we discuss have three chiral families. We study some of their
phenomenological properties, and point out nontrivial problems arising in these models in the phenomenologi-
cal context.@S0556-2821~98!02424-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent progress in understanding type IIB orientifolds@1#
in six @2# and four@3–13# dimensions has shed a lot of ligh
on N51 supersymmetric type I compactifications in fo
dimensions. These developments have important impl
tions for understanding nonperturbative string dynam
which is due to the conjectured duality between type I a
heterotic superstrings@14#. One of the exciting consequence
of this duality is that some nonperturbative heterotic vac
can be described via perturbative type I compactificatio
Thus, heterotic Nevev-Schwarz~NS! 5-branes which have no
world-sheet description are dual to type I D5-branes wh
are perturbative objects from the type I viewpoint.

It is natural to expect that these developments might a
have important implications for phenomenological applic
tions of string theory. Thus, phenomenologically orient
model building in superstring theory for many years h
been mostly confined to the perturbative heterotic superst
framework where it was facilitated by the existence of re
tively simple rules. In particular, a perturbative heterotic s
perstring enjoys the constraints of conformal field theory a
modular invariance which serve as guiding principles
model building. Given the success of string dualities in sh
ding light on nonperturbative string dynamics, it is natural
attempt a construction of phenomenologically interesting
perstring vacua which would be nonperturbative from
heterotic viewpoint. This, in particular, coulda priori pro-
vide us with clues for solving some of the phenomenologi
problems encountered in heterotic model building.

Phenomenological properties of type I vacua are expe
to be rather different than those of a perturbative heter
superstring. In particular, in type I models, gravity resides
a ten-dimensional bulk, whereas the gauge theories resid
D9- as well as D5-branes. The key difference betwee
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perturbative heterotic superstring, where both gravity a
gauge theory are ten dimensional, and a type I superstrin
then that the observable gauge group may reside in the w
volumes of some of the D5-branes. The implications of t
fact are rather dramatic. In particular, the patterns of ga
and gravitational coupling unification in type I are rath
different from those in the perturbative heterotic superstr
@15#. ~For recent developments of this idea within both fie
and string theory approaches, see, e.g.,@16,11,17,13,18#.!

It is reasonable to attempt a construction of ‘‘semirea
tic’’ type I vacua with at least some phenomenologica
appealing features. One of the most desirable and basic
nomenological properties one would like to obtain is an
ceptable gauge group and number of chiral families. The fi
step in this direction was made in@11# where a type I model
with an SU~6! gauge subgroup and three families of chir
fermions was constructed. The geometry of the correspo
ing compactification was that of theT6/Z2^ Z2^ Z3 orbi-
fold. This model contains D5-branes and is nonperturba
from the heterotic viewpoint. The construction in@11# as-
sumed a background with trivial Wilson lines. Recently,
example of type I onT6/Z2^ Z2^ Z3 with a nontrivial Wil-
son line was constructed in@13#. This model contains an
SU(4)c^ SU(2)w^ U(1) gauge subgroup which is one of th
phenomenologically acceptable gauge groups as it cont
the standard model gauge group SU(3)c^ SU(2)w^ U(1)Y .
The number of families in the model of@13# is 3 just as in its
mother SU~6! model of @11#. However, without a detailed
phenomenological analysis it is hard to tell whether su
type I vacua have a chance to be realistic.

In this paper, which is a followup paper of@13#, we sys-
tematically classify all perturbative type I compactificatio
on T6/Z2^ Z2^ Z3 that contain SU(3)c^ SU(2)w^ U(1)Y .
In particular, we study different possible types of Wilso
lines that can be included in this compactification. We fi
about a dozen distinct vacua. We then investigate som
the phenomenological properties of these models. In part
lar, we study the question of whether the gauge symme
can be broken to SU(3)c^ SU(2)w^ U(1)Y , and also
©1998 The American Physical Society01-1
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whether the ‘‘naive’’ three families present in the model i
deed have the correct quantum numbers to be descri
quarks and leptons. We also address the issue of extra ‘‘
torlike’’ matter whose decoupling turns out to be a rath
nontrivial issue. In particular, we discuss some generic pr
erties of these vacua. We also address the issue of bar
number-violating terms which are generically expected
arise and would need to be suppressed in a realistic mo
We point out that supersymmetry breaking in such va
would require some rather nontrivial mechanisms. Our p
liminary analyses here bring about many interesting iss
that would need to be understood in the context of phen
enologically oriented type I model building.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II we give an explicit construction of perturbative typ
on T6/Z2^ Z2^ Z3 with all possible Wilson lines. In Sec. II
we discuss various phenomenological properties of th
models. In Sec. IV we summarize the main conclusions
this paper.

II. EXPLICIT CONSTRUCTION

In this section we explicitly construct type I vacua corr
sponding to the compactification on theZ2^ Z2^ Z3 orbi-
fold. We will first review the case without Wilson lines orig
nally constructed in@11#. We then classify all the discret
Wilson lines compatible with the orbifold action, and co
struct the corresponding type I vacua.

A. Type I on the Z2^ Z2^ Z3 orbifold

Consider a type I compactification on the toroidal orbifo
M5T6/G with zero NS-NSB field ~that is, the internal com-
ponents of theB field are all zero:Bi j 50, i , j 51, . . . ,6),
and no nontrivial Wilson lines. HereG'Z2^ Z2^ Z3 is the
orbifold group. Letg, R1, andR2 be the generators of theZ3
and the twoZ2 subgroups ofG. Then the action ofg andRs
(R35R1R2) on the complex coordinateszs is given by~here
for the sake of simplicity we can assume that the six-torusT6

factorizes into a productT65T2
^ T2

^ T2 of three two-tori,
and the complex coordinateszs (s51,2,3) parametrize thes
three two-tori!

gzs5vzs , Rszs852~21!dss8zs8 . ~1!

~There is no summation over the repeated indices here.! Here
v5exp(2pi/3). The Calabi-Yau threefoldM5T6/G @whose
holonomy is SU~3!# has Hodge numbers (h1,1,h2,1)
5(36,0). Thus, the closed string sector of type I onM con-
sists ofN51 supergravity, the dilaton plus axion supermu
tiplet, and 36 chiral supermultiplets neutral under the op
string sector gauge group.1

The type I model we are discussing here can be viewe
theV orientifold of type IIB compactified onM, whereV is
the world-sheet parity reversal. The tadpole cancellation c

1Some of these supermultiplets transform nontrivially under
anomalous U~1!’s in the open string sector, however.
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ditions require introducing 32 D9-branes~corresponding to
the V element of the orientifold group! as well as three set
of D5-branes~which we will refer to as D5s-branes! with 32
D5-branes in each set. Moreover, the action of the orbif
groupG on the Chan-Paton charges carried by the D9- a
D5s-branes is described by the corresponding Chan-Pa
matricesgga

wherega are the elements of the orbifold grou

G. These matrices must form a projective representation
~the double cover of! the orbifold groupG. The twisted tad-
pole cancellation conditions give constraints on traces of
Chan-Paton matrices. In particular, we have the follow
tadpole cancellation conditions~here we note that the orien
tifold projection V on the D9-brane Chan-Paton charges
required to be of the SO type in this model! @11#:

Tr~gg!522, Tr~gRs
!5Tr~ggRs

!50. ~2!

Here we are using the convention~which amounts to not
counting orientifold images of D-branes! where the Chan-
Paton matrices are 16316 matrices~and not 32332 matrices
which would be the case if we counted both the D-bran
and their orientifold images!. The solution~up to equivalent
representations! to the twisted tadpole cancellation cond
tions is given by@11#

gg,95diag~W ^ I3 ,I4!, gRs,9
5 iss^ I8 . ~3!

Here W5diag(v,v,v21,v21), ss are the Pauli matrices
and In is an n3n identity matrix. ~The action on the
D5s-branes is similar.! The massless spectrum of this mod
was worked out in @11#. The gauge group is@U(6)
^ Sp(4)#99^ ^ s51

3 @U(6)^ Sp(4)#5s5s
. @Here we are using

the convention where Sp(2N) has rankN.] There are three
chiral generations in each SU~6! subgroup in this model.

B. Cases with one Wilson line

Next, let us discuss turning on one discrete Wilson line
the above model. Thus, consider a freely acting orbif
which amounts to aZ3 shift in the thirdT2 ~parametrized by
the complex coordinatez3). That is, let this two-torus be
defined by the identificationsz3;z31naea , wherenaPZ,
andea (a51,2) are the constant vielbeins@i.e., equivalent to
radius times the SU~3! simple roots#. Then thisZ3 shift Shas

the following action onT2: Sz35z31 1
3 maea for some in-

tegersma such that1
3 maea¹L, whereL5$naea% is the

lattice defining this torus~that is,T25C/L). This shift com-
mutes with theZ3 twist generated by the orbifold group e
ementg, and also with theZ2 twist generated by the orbifold
group elementR3 . However, it does not commute with th
elementsR1 andR2 . In particular,SandR1 generate a non-
Abelian group isomorphic toD3 . Similarly, S and R2 also
generate a non-Abelian group isomorphic toD3 .

We need to specify the action ofS on the Chan-Paton
charges. This action is subject to the corresponding tadp
cancellation conditions. There is no restriction on the trace
gS itself. ~This can be seen, for instance, by noting that in
SandS21 ‘‘twisted’’ closed string sectors there are no mas

e
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TABLE I. The massless open string spectra of theN51 type I compactifications onT6/Z2^ Z2^ Z3 with
one Wilson line. Heres50,1,2,3 labels the Dps-branes, wherep059, andps55s for s51,2,3. The subscript
‘‘ ss’’ indicates that the corresponding state comes from the Dps-Dps open string sector. Similarly, the
subscript ‘‘ss8’’ corresponds to the Dps-Dps8 open string states~with s,s8). Also, a51,2,3 labels the
multiplicity of states in the Dps-Dps sectors. The notationAs stands for the two-index@Ms(Ms21)/2
dimensional# antisymmetric representation of U(Ms). The corresponding U~1! charge of the states (Fa

s )

transforming in theĀs irrep is 22. Each fundamentalK of U(K) (K5Ms ,Ns) is accompanied by the

corresponding U~1! charge11, whereas the same U~1! charge for the antifundamentalK̄ is 21. We are
using the convention where Sp(Ls) has rankLs/2. The allowed values ofMs , Ns , andLs ~which depend on
the choice of the Wilson line! are given byMs5622Ns , Ls5422Ns , andNs50,1,2. ForNs50, U(Ns)

3

as well as the states with factorsNs or N̄s are absent. ForNs51, Ns (N̄s) signifies the corresponding U~1!
charge11 (21).

Model and gauge group Field Charged matter

Z2^ Z2^ Z3 Fa
s 33@(As ,1s ,1s ,1s ,1s)L#ss

fa
s 33@(1s ,Ns ,Ns ,1s ,1s)L#ss

^ s50
3 @U(Ms) ^ U(Ns)

3
^ Sp(Ls)#ss Xa

s 33@(M s ,1s ,1s ,1s ,L s)L#ss

xa
s 33@(1s ,Ns ,1s ,Ns ,1s)L#ss

x̃a
s 33@(1s ,1s ,Ns ,Ns ,1s)L#ss

Pss8 @(M s ,1s ,1s ,1s ,1s ;M s8 ,1s8 ,1s8 ,1s8 ,1s8)L#ss8

pss8 @(1s ,Ns ,1s ,1s ,1s ;1s8 ,1s8 ,Ns8 ,1s8 ,1s8)L#ss8

p̃ss8 @(1s ,1s ,Ns ,1s ,1s ;1s8 ,Ns8 ,1s8 ,1s8 ,1s8)L#ss8

Qss8 @(M s ,1s ,1s ,1s ,1s ;1s8 ,1s8 ,1s8 ,1s8 ,L s8)L#ss8

qss8 @(1s ,Ns ,1s ,1s ,1s ;1s8 ,1s8 ,1s8 ,Ns8 ,1s8)L#ss8

q̃ss8 @(1s ,1s ,Ns ,1s ,1s ;1s8 ,1s8 ,1s8 ,Ns8 ,1s8)L#ss8

Rss8 @(1s ,1s ,1s ,1s ,L s ;M s8 ,1s8 ,1s8 ,1s8 ,1s8)L#ss8

r ss8 @(1s ,1s ,1s ,N̄s ,1s ;1s8 ,Ns8 ,1s8 ,1s8 ,1s8)L#ss8

r̃ ss8 @(1s ,1s ,1s ,Ns ,1s ;1s8 ,1s8 ,Ns8 ,1s8 ,1s8)L#ss8
o
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less states.! However, there are constraints on the traces
gSkgk8 (k,k851,2):

Tr~gSkgk8,9!5Tr~gg,9!5Tr~gg21,9!522. ~4!

~Similar constraints apply to the D5s-brane Chan-Paton ma
trices as well.! The most general solution to these constrai
reads~up to equivalent representations!

gS,ps
5diag~W8^ I2Ns

,I1224Ns
,W8^ INs

,I422Ns
!, ~5!

whereW85diag(v,v21). Here we have introduced the fo
lowing compact notation:p059, ands50 refers to the D9-
branes;ps55s for s51,2,3 so that these values ofs label the
D5s-branes. Also,Ns (s50,1,2,3) can take values 0,1,
Note, however, thatNs can be different for differents. In
other words, the action of the Wilson line on different kin
of D-branes can be different. For example, we can haveN0
50 for the D9-branes,N151 for the D51-branes, andN2
5N352 for the D52- and D3-branes. We will refer to these
models as theMN0 ,N1 ,N2 ,N3

models.
It is not difficult to see that the gauge group in a giv

MN0 ,N1 ,N2 ,N3
model is ^ s50

3 @U(Ms) ^ U(Ns)
3

^ Sp(Ls)#ss,

where Ms5622Ns , and Ls5422Ns . Here the sub-
script ‘‘ss’’ refers to the fact that the corresponding fact
comes from the Dps-Dps open string sector. The massle
12600
f

s

open string spectra of theMN0 ,N1 ,N2 ,N3
models are given in

Table I in a compact notation.2 Note that these spectra ar
free of non-Abelian gauge anomalies. TakingT duality into
account, there are 15 different possibilities.

Next, we give the nonvanishing renormalizable terms
the tree-level superpotential in theMN0 ,N1 ,N2 ,N3

models~we
suppress the actual values of the Yukawa couplings, h
ever!:

W5eabgFa
s Xb

s Xg
s1eabgfa

s xb
s x̃g

s1yss8aFa
s Qss8Qss8

1yss8afa
s qss8q̃ss81yss8aXa

s Pss8Rss81yss8axa
s pss8r̃ ss8

1yss8ax̃a
s p̃ss8r ss81Pss8Qs8s9Rs9s1pss8q̃s8s9r s9s

1 p̃ss8qs8s9r̃ s9s. ~6!

Here summation over the repeated indices is understo
Also, yss8a5ess8a if sÞ0, andy0s8a5ds8a . The condition
sÞs8Þs9Þs is implicitly assumed in the above expression

2Our compact notation should be self-explanatory. However,
reader might benefit from viewing some examples in more exp
notations. Thus, in@11,13# two such models can be found. In pa
ticular, the U~1! charges are explicitly displayed in those referenc
1-3
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ZURAB KAKUSHADZE AND S.-H. HENRY TYE PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 126001
and we are using the compact notation wherePs8s5Pss8,
ps8s5 p̃ss8, Qs8s5Rss8, qs8s5r ss8, andq̃s8s5 r̃ ss8.

C. Cases with two and three Wilson lines

In the previous subsection we constructed type I vacua
compactification on the toroidal orbifold

M5T6/Z2^ Z2^ Z3

with one Wilson line. The latter was chosen to be
Z3-valued shift in thez3 direction. However, we can als
consider adding Wilson lines acting asZ3 valued shifts in the
z1 andz2 directions. Let us first consider the case where
have two Wilson lines. Let the first Wilson line be describ
as the shiftS in thez3 direction as in the previous subsectio
Let U be aZ3-valued shift in thez2 direction. The action of
Son the Chan-Paton factors is given by matricesgS,ps

as was
described in the previous subsection. The action ofU on the
Chan-Paton factors is similar to that ofS but must satisfy
certain consistency conditions. Let the corresponding Ch
Paton matrices begU,ps

. Note thatU commutes withg and

R2 , but generates non-Abelian groups isomorphic toD3 to-
gether withR1 andR2 . Also note that the following tadpole
cancellation conditions must be satisfied (k,k8,k951,2):

Tr~gUkgk8,ps
!5Tr~gSkUk8gk9,ps

!522. ~7!

Up to equivalent representations we have the following
lutions.

~i! Ns50 ~for a given value ofs). In this case the action
of S on the corresponding Dps-brane Chan-Paton factors
trivial. The action ofU on these Chan-Paton factors then
analogous to that ofS in the previous subsection and is give
by

gU,ps
5diag~X^ I2ns

,I1224ns
,X^ Ins

,I422ns
!, ~8!

where X52 1
2 I21( iA3/2)s2 , and ns can take valuesns

50,1,2. The gauge group coming from the Dps-Dps open
string sector~for this given value ofs) is

@U~622ns! ^ U~ns!
3

^ Sp~422ns!#ss.

~ii ! Ns51 ~for a given value ofs). One possibility here is
thatU acts trivially on the corresponding Chan-Paton facto
In the case that this action is nontrivial, we have

gS,ps
5diag~W8^ I2 ,I8 ,W8,I2!, ~9!

gU,ps
5diag~ I4 ,X^ I2 ,I6 ,X!. ~10!

The gauge group coming from the Dps-Dps open string sec-
tor ~for this given value ofs) is @U(2)^ U(1)6#ss.

~iii ! Ns52 ~for a given value ofs). In this case the action
of U on the corresponding Chan-Paton factors must
trivial. The gauge group coming from the Dps-Dps open
string sector~for this given value ofs) is @U(2)4#ss.
12600
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Next, we can consider adding the third Wilson line acti
as aZ3 shift V in thez1 direction. From the above discussio
it should be clear what the tadpole cancellation conditio
are in this case~by Z3 symmetry betweenS, U, andV). In
particular, one of the tadpole cancellation conditions read

Tr~gSUVg,ps
!522. ~11!

Up to equivalent representations we have the following
lutions.

~i! Ns50 andns50 ~for a given value ofs). In this case
the action ofSandU on the corresponding Dps-brane Chan-
Paton factors is trivial. The action ofV on these Chan-Pato
factors then is given by

gV,ps
5diag~Y^ I2ms

,I1224ms
,Y^ Ims

,I422ms
!, ~12!

where Y52 1
2 I21( iA3/2)s1 , and ms can take valuesms

50,1,2. The gauge group coming from the Dps-Dps open
string sector~for this given value ofs) is

@U~622ms! ^ U~ms!
3

^ Sp~422ms!#ss.

~ii ! Ns50,ns51 or Ns51, ns50 ~for a given value of
s). One possibility here is thatU acts trivially on the corre-
sponding Chan-Paton factors. The case where this actio
nontrivial is analogous to the case with two Wilson linesS
and U with Ns51 and ns51. The corresponding gaug
group coming from the Dps-Dps open string sector~for this
given value ofs) is then@U(2)^ U(1)6#ss.

~iii ! Ns5ns51 ~for a given value ofs). In this case the
action ofV on the corresponding Dps-brane Chan-Paton fac
tors must be trivial. The gauge group coming from t
Dps-Dps open string sector~for this given value ofs) is
@U(2)^ U(1)6#ss.

It is completely straightforward to obtain the massle
spectra and superpotentials of the above models with
and three Wilson lines starting from those with only o
Wilson line by projecting onto the states invariant under
orbifold groups generated bygU,ps

andgV,ps
. However, for

the sake of brevity, here we will skip the details.

III. PHENOMENOLOGY OF THREE-FAMILY
TYPE I VACUA

In the previous section we explicitly constructed vario
type I vacua. To have a chance of being phenomenologic
viable, these string models must contain the standard m
gauge group SU(3)c^ SU(2)w^ U(1)Y as a subgroup. This
constraint limits the number of models we need to study.
the sake of concreteness, in the following we will confine o
attention to the models with one Wilson line only. The mo
els with two and three Wilson lines appear to share the sa
generic features as those with one Wilson line, and can
analyzed in a similar fashion.

For phenomenological reasons~which will become clear
in a moment! it is advantageous to assume that the stand
model gauge group comes from D5-branes. Without loss
generality we can assume that this gauge group@or at least
1-4
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THREE GENERATIONS IN TYPE I COMPACTIFICATIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 126001
the SU(3)c subgroup of it# comes from the D51-branes.
Then for the D51-brane gauge group to contain the SU(3c
subgroup we must assume thatN150 or N151. In the first
case the 5151 gauge group is U(6)̂ Sp(4), whereas in the
second case the 5151 gauge group is

U~4! ^ SU~2! ^ U~1!3.

In the following we will first discuss some generic fe
tures of these models. Then we will discuss some possi
ties for obtaining the standard model gauge group with th
chiral generations from the corresponding compactificatio
Finally, we will point out some properties of these mode
which might be problematic phenomenologically. In partic
lar, we will focus on the question of whether extra ‘‘vecto
like’’ families can become heavy in these models. As
discuss below, this point is intimately related to the quest
of proton stability.

A. General remarks

In type I strings, the graviton~coming from the closed
string sector! resides in the bulk, while the gauge an
charged matter fields~coming from the open string secto!
reside in the world volumes of the branes. Letl be the string
coupling, i.e.,l;ef, wheref is the dilaton field. At low
energies, the four-dimensional Planck massM P and the
Newton’s constantGN are given by

GN
215M P

2 5
8MS

8v1v2v3

l2
, ~13!

and the gauge couplings of the D9-brane and D5s-brane
fields are

g9
25

~2p!4l

MS
6v1v2v3

, gs
25

l

MS
2vs

, ~14!

whereMS is the string scale~i.e., MS
22 is the string tension!

and vs is the volume of the~orbifolded! two-torus param-
etrized by the complex coordinatezs (s51,2,3). These rela-
tions are subject to quantum and high energy correcti
which we will ignore for the moment.

As can be seen from the above expressions, the gauge
gravitational couplings depend on the the dilaton and co
pactification volumes in different ways. Thisa priori allows
them to unify at any scale between about 1 TeV and 116

GeV in type I compactifications@15#. This observation, in
particular, has opened up the possibility for the unification
all forces of nature at scales as low as 1 TeV@16#. Scenarios
of this type have dramatic experimental consequences w
should be testable in the nearest future.

Unification of the gauge and gravitational couplings
type I vacua ultimately requires that at least one of the v
umesvs must be much larger thanMS

22 . We will thus as-
sume thatv3 satisfies this requirement. Then it follows th
the 99 and 5353 gauge couplings are weak. We will need
assume that one of the volumes, which we choose to bev1 ,
12600
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is not that much different fromMS
22 ~so that the standard

model gauge couplings are not too small!.
The main question we would like to address in the

mainder of this section is whether it is possible to obtain
standard model gauge group with three chiral families fr
the type I models discussed in the previous section. T
discussion is going to be largely independent of the poss
value of the string scale~at which all forces would have to
unify!. We will, however, point out in the appropriate cas
the ‘‘preferred’’ values for the string scale. Before we g
into more detail~and model-dependent analyses!, we would
like to point out the key feature of these models, name
how three-families of quarks and leptons can emerge fr
any of these type I compactifications.

The reason why the above models can be thou
of three-family models is the following. Suppose th
SU(3)c subgroup of the standard model gauge group so
how occurs in the 5151 sector. Then it is not difficult to see
that the fieldsXa

1 in Table I contain three copies of field
transforming in the irrepresentations~irrep! (3,2) of
SU(3)c^ SU(2)w . @In fact, in the scenarios we discuss b
low SU(2)w also arises as a subgroup of the 5151 gauge
group.# This ultimately implies that there are three-chir
families in such a model. This follows from the requireme
of non-Abelian gauge anomaly cancellation. In particul
regardless of the details of a given model, there must rem
six fields transforming in (3̄,1) of SU(3)c^ SU(2)w . None-
theless, this is not sufficient to conclude that we indeed h
the standard model gauge group with three-families. Firs
is far from being obvious that the U(1)Y exists, and, if it
does, then whether the hypercharge assignments are co
Second, it is not guaranteed that there are no extra ‘‘vec
like’’ families of, say, fields transforming in the irreps (3,1)
and (3̄,1). There are no such extra fields in the standa
model; so for the above models to be realistic one wo
need to get rid of them one way or another. Finally, we ne
electroweak Higgs doublets to be present in the model. Al
these requirements need to be satisfied for the model to
realistic. In the following we will investigate some of thes
issues.

B. U„4…^ SU„2…^ U„1…3 models

Let us first consider the modelsMN0 ,1,N2 ,N3
. In these

models the D51-brane gauge group is

U~4! ^ SU~2! ^ U~1!3.

For definiteness we will focus on the modelM2,1,0,2with the
gauge group

@U~2!4#99^ @U~4! ^ SU~2! ^ U~1!3#5151

^ @U~6! ^ Sp~4!#5252
^ @U~2!4#5353

.

The reason why we would like to discuss this particu
model here is that we would like to point out a possib
scenario for obtaining three chiral families of quarks a
leptons in this model. This scenario is specific to the fact t
1-5
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ZURAB KAKUSHADZE AND S.-H. HENRY TYE PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 126001
the gauge group of one of the D5-branes is U(6)^ Sp(4).
Other models of the typeMN0 ,1,N2 ,N3

can be analyzed simi
larly ~albeit different models have their own peculiarities!. In
the subsequent sections, however, we will point out som
the generic features that all of these~as well as other! models
appear to share. The discussion in this subsection, there
should be viewed as an attempt to understand what kin
possibilities these models offer as far as embedding of th
chiral families of the standard model is concerned.

As pointed out earlier,g9 of the gauge group@U(2)4#99
andg3 of the the gauge group@U(2)4#5353

are expected to be
very weak. Furthermore, there are enough fields to br
these gauge groups by the Higgs mechanism completely
we will ignore them to simplify the discussions. Note that t
first U~1! in the D51 gauge group is anomalous. This U~1!
will therefore be broken3 by the generalized Green-Schwa
mechanism. Furthermore, note that the other three U~1!’s are
irrelevant as far as the standard model gauge group is
cerned. In particular, the fieldsXa

15(4,2) ~which are sup-
posed to give rise to three-families of left-handed quarks
lepton doublets! are not charged under these three U~1!’s. In
fact, these U~1!’s can be broken by giving appropriat
vacuum expectation values~VEVs! to the fieldsfa

1 ,xa
1 ,x̃a

1 .
Thus, in the 5151 sector we are left with the gauge grou
SU(4)^ SU(2). In fact, we will identify SU~4! with
SU(4)c@.SU(3)c#, and SU~2! with SU(2)w5SU(2)L .

As we have already mentioned above, there are three
ral families of (4,2) of SU(4)^ SU(2). Tohave three chiral
families of quarks and leptons, we also must find the co
sponding six copies of fields transforming in (4̄,1) of
SU(4)^ SU(2). These are obviously not present in the 5151
sector. We will look for them in the 5152 sector. In particu-
lar, there are 5152 sector matter fields transforming in th
irrep (4̄1 ,11 ;6̄2 ,12) of the gauge group

@SU~4! ^ SU~2!#5151
^ @SU~6! ^ Sp~4!#5252

.

After appropriately applying the Higgs mechanism to t
5252 gauge group,4 we can attempt to identify these with th
required fields of the standard model as discussed abov

The required use of the Higgs mechanism in the 5252
sector is the following. First, let us consider the breaking

SU~6!.Sp~6!.SU~2! ^ Sp~4!.SU~2! ^ SU~2!

^ SU~2!.SU~2!.

3If the string scale is of order 1 TeV, the ‘‘naive’’ anomalou
U~1!-breaking scale may turn out to be around~or even lower than!
the supersymmetry-breaking scale. In this case it is not comple
clear that the anomalous U~1! is indeed broken since cancellation
the corresponding D term may not be favorable energetically du
relatively large soft masses for the corresponding fields.

4Note that the U~1! subgroup of the original U(6)̂ Sp(4) gauge
group in the 5252 sector is anomalous and is automatically broke
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This is achieved by giving appropriate VEVs to the thr
15̄’s of SU~6!:

15̄51% 1452~1,1! % ~1,5! % ~2,4!

53~1,1,1! % ~1,2,2! % ~2,2,1! % ~2,1,2!. ~15!

There are three15̄’s of SU~6!; so we can use one to brea
SU(6).Sp(6), one tobreak Sp(6).SU(2)^ Sp(4), and
the remaining one to break

SU~2! ^ Sp~4!.SU~2! ^ SU~2! ^ SU~2!.

This mechanism leaves the following set of charged ma
fields behind: (1,2,2), (2,2,1) and (2,1,2), plus singlets.
The bifundamentals of SU(2)3 can acquire VEVs to break i
to SU(2)diag @with one adjoint of this SU(2)diag remaining#,
or even U~1!. In the first case we can identify SU(2)diag with
SU(2)R , and treat the gauge subgroup SU(4)c^ SU(2)w
^ SU(2)R ~where the first two factors come from the 5151
sector, whereas the third one comes from the 5252 sector! as
the Pati-Salam gauge group that contains the standard m
gauge group as a subgroup. In the second case the c
sponding gauge group is

SU~4!c^ SU~2!w^ U~1!

which also contains the standard model gauge group. In
scenario we will need to assume that the volumev2 is not too
much different fromv1 .

Let us see what happens to the 5152 matter field
(41 ,11 ;62 ,12) „where the irreps correspond to

@SU~4! ^ SU~2!#5151
^ @SU~6! ^ Sp~4!#5252

….

For concreteness let us concentrate on the case where S~6!
is broken to SU(2)R in the above Higgs process.@The case
where SU(2)R is further broken toU(1) is similar.# Under

SU~6!.SU~2! ^ SU~2! ^ SU~2!,

it becomes

~4,2,1,1! % ~4,1,2,1! % ~4,1,1,2!.

Under SU(2)̂ SU(2)^ SU(2).SU(2)R , they become
three copies of (4,2) of SU(4)^ SU(2)R inside the Pati-
Salam gauge group; that is, they become three copie
(41 ,11 ;22 ,12) of

@SU~4! ^ SU~2!#5151
^ @SU~2! ^ Sp~4!#5252

.

These, together with the fieldsXa
1 , give three families of

quarks and leptons transforming in the appropriate irreps
the Pati-Salam gauge group.

Here the following remark is in order. It is not difficult to
see that~before the above use of the Higgs mechanism! the
field R12 is a potential candidate for producing the ele
troweak doublets. Via a careful examination of the super
tential given in the previous section it is not difficult to se
that this field acquires mass once the above use of the H

ly

to

.
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THREE GENERATIONS IN TYPE I COMPACTIFICATIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 126001
mechanism SU(6).SU(2)R@.U(1)# is performed in the
5252 sector.~For concreteness let us concentrate on the c
where we have the Pati-Salam gauge group.! As a result we
get three copies of massive fields in the irrep (11 ,21 ;22 ,12)
of @SU(4)^ SU(2)#5151

^ @SU(2)^ Sp(4)#5252
. These fields

could a priori give rise to the electroweak Higgs double
~which would have to radiatively acquire negative ma
squared once supersymmetry is broken!.

The above features of this model are compatible with p
nomenology. However, there are certain shortcomings in
model, to which we now turn. Note that the only other fiel
that are charged under the Pati-Salam gauge group are
following: P01, P13, Q01, Q12, Q13, R13. None of these
fields, however, have the correct quantum numbers to b
the Pati-Salam gauge group to that of the standard mo
This is obvious for the fields carrying superscripts other th
1 and 2: such fields are charged under the 99 and 5353 gauge
groups.~The latter are very weakly coupled and can be c
sidered to be ‘‘global’’ symmetries. This, however, does n
change the state of affairs as will become clear in a mome!
On the other hand, the fieldQ12 is charged under the Sp~4!
subgroup of the 5252 gauge group. This field, therefore, ca
not be used in the breaking of the Pati-Salam gauge grou
that of the standard model either. To achieve such a brea
we would need a ‘‘vectorlike’’ field transforming in the ir
reps (41 ,11 ;22 ,12) and (41 ,11 ;22 ,12) of

@SU~4! ^ SU~2!#5151
^ @SU~2! ^ Sp~4!#5252

.

Such fields are simply absent in the spectrum of the ab
model. Thus, it may be problematic to break the Pati-Sa
gauge group to

SU~3!c^ SU~2!w^ U~1!Y

in the above scenario.5 This is somewhat similar to the situ
ation ~which was pointed out in@13#! in the Pati-Salam type
of model of @17,12# in the scenario which leads to thre
chiral families@17#.

C. U„6…^ Sp„4… models

The problem we pointed out in the previous subsect
can be avoided in another set of models, namely, in
MN0,0,N1 ,N2

models, where the 5151 gauge group is

U~6! ^ Sp~4!.

~One of the models of this type, namely, theM0,0,0,0 model,
was originally constructed in@11#.! There are three families

5Here we would like to point out thata priori there might be a
way around this difficulty. Thus, if the string scaleMS is in the TeV
range, then one could use the scalar superpartners of chiral ferm
in (41 ,11 ;22 ,12) to break the Pati-Salam gauge group down to t
of the standard model. In particular, this need not be in conflict w
F- and D-flatness conditions if supersymmetry is also bro
around the same scale.
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in the SU~6! subgroup in these models. However, as w
pointed out in@11#, the gauge subgroup SU~6! cannot really
be treated in these models as a ‘‘grand unified’’ gauge gr
for the reason that there are no appropriate matter field
these models to break SU~6! to the standard model gaug
group. There is, however, another possibility here to wh
we now turn.~This possibility was pointed out in@17# in the
context of the model of@11#.!

We need not assume that the standard model gauge g
comes solely from the SU~6! subgroup. Instead, we can a
tempt to embed the former in SU(6)^ Sp(4). @In the follow-
ing we are going to ignore the anomalous U~1! subgroup.#
This can be achieved as follows. Consider the branching
(15̄,1) and (6,4) of SU(6)^ Sp(4) under the breaking

SU~6! ^ Sp~4!.@SU~4! ^ SU~2!

^ U~1!] ^ @SU~2! ^ SU~2!#

@the U~1! charges are given in parentheses#:

~15̄,1!5~6,1,1,1!~22! % ~1,1,1,1!~14! % ~ 4̄,2,1,1!~11!,

~16!

~6,4!5~4,1,2,1!~11! % ~4,1,1,2!~11!

% ~1,2,2,1!~22! % ~1,2,1,2!~22!. ~17!

Now consider giving VEVs to (1,1,1,1)(14) in F1
1 and

(1,2,2,1)(22) in X1
1. It is not difficult to see that the unbro

ken gauge symmetry is then SU(4)^ SU(2)^ SU(2) which
we identify with the Pati-Salam gauge group. Determini
the matter content requires some care as there are nont
couplings in the superpotential. The resulting massless m
ter is given by

33~6,1,1! % 33~4,2,1!

% 13~4,1,2! % 13~ 4̄,1,2! % 13~1,2,2!, ~18!

plus singlets. The irreps are of the resulting

SU~4!c^ SU~2!w^ SU~2!R

Pati-Salam gauge group which comes solely from
D51-branes. A nice feature of the above spectrum is tha
contains the ‘‘vectorlike’’ matter (4,1,2) % (4̄,1,2) which is
exactly what is required to break the Pati-Salam gauge gr
to SU(3)c^ SU(2)w^ U(1)Y . Moreover, there is matter in
(1,2,2) which would give rise to the electroweak Higgs do
blets.

Although the above features make this model look attr
tive, we would like to point out the following setback. Un
like in the models of the previous subsection, here we h
no obvious~or natural! way of identifying what is required to
complete the three chiral generations of quarks and lept
The missing fields should transform in~three copies of!
(4̄,1,2) of SU(4)c^ SU(2)w^ SU(2)R . These fields are no
found in the 5151 sector, and for obvious reasons they ca

ns
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n
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ZURAB KAKUSHADZE AND S.-H. HENRY TYE PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 126001
not come from 519, 5152 , or 5153 sectors. Thus, compare
with the U(4)̂ SU(2)^ U(1)3 models of the previous sub
section, the U(6)̂ Sp(4) models have the advantage th
one can break the gauge group down to that of the stan
model. However, the generation structure does not appe
give rise to three families of quarks and leptons. In fact,
the next subsection we will point out a more generic feat
common to all of the above models which is related to
problems with the generation structure discussed in this s
section.

D. ‘‘Vectorlike’’ matter and baryon number violation

Regardless of a particular scenario, the above models
not be realistic unless there are no light chiral fermions tra
forming in the irrep (3,1) of SU(3)c^ SU(2)w ~as the latter
type of states are absent in the standard model!. However, in
all of these models we have a potential source for such st
coming from 6’s of SU(4)c . It is not clear how to make
these states massive. However, instead of discussing
problem with the triplets coming from6’s of SU(4)c , we
will focus on the antitriplets arising from these6’s. These
states are dangerous for the following reasons. From the
perpotential, namely, from the couplingseabgFa

s Xb
s Xg

s , it is
not difficult to see that they will give rise to baryon-numb
violating dimension-4 operators.@More concretely, these
couplings have the form (3,2)•(1,2)•(3̄,2).] It is, therefore
necessary to make sure that these states acquire large en
masses.

It is not difficult to see that the only way6 we can get rid
of these states is via couplings of the typeyss8aFa

s Qss8Qss8

in the superpotential. This coupling, however, implies tha
makeall threeof the antitriplets coming fromFa

1 @recall that
by our convention SU(3)c comes from the D51-branes#
heavy, it is required thatR01, Q12, andQ13 acquire VEVs.
Moreover, since these states do not exist forN05N25N3
52, we are bound to consider only the models w
N0 ,N1 ,N2 ,N350,1. We cannot allow any mixing betwee
the 5151 and other D-brane gauge groups~as this will de-
stroy the three-family feature of the model!. On the other
hand, in order forR01, Q12, and Q13 to carry no quantum
numbers @except, perhaps, for U~1! charges# under these
other D-brane gauge groups, we must~in the models with
N0 ,N1 ,N2 ,N350,1) break the 99, 5252 , and 5353 gauge
groups by the Higgs mechanism. completely.7 There is no
obstruction to using the Higgs mechanism on these ga
groups in any of these models. However, in the end we
left at best with the standard model gauge group but no o
non-Abelian gauge subgroups. It is then unclear what wo
be the source of supersymmetry breaking in these mode

Note that even if we break these extra gauge groups c
pletely by the Higgs mechanism, it is still not guaranteed t

6We will discuss another nontrivial possibility in a moment.
7Actually, since the 99 and 5353 gauge groups are very weakl

coupled, it might not be necessary to use the Higgs mechanism
them. However, it is definitely required to break the 5252 gauge
group by the Higgs mechanism.
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we will obtain the desired generation structure or get rid
all the other unwanted states. Thus, even if we get rid of
antitriplets, as we already mentioned, it is far from bei
obvious how to get rid of their triplet counterparts@also com-
ing from 6’s of SU(4)c]. These states would be disastrous
they remain light.

Before we finish our discussion here, we would like
comment on a possibility of making6’s of SU(4)c heavy via
couplings involving not only the open string sector states
also those coming from the closed string sectors. Thus,6•6
contains a singlet of SU(4)c ; so naively it might seem tha
there may be operators of the type6•6•S, whereS are some
operators in the closed string sector. Then, ifS has a VEV,
6’s become heavy. It should be clear, however, that this c
not be the case simply from the fact that we are conside
perturbative type I compactifications, and in such ba
grounds we do not expect ‘‘mass terms’’ of this type on ve
general grounds. Nonetheless, the issue involved here
pears to be nontrivial; so we would like to elaborate on t
issue in a bit more detail.

The point is that some of the twisted closed string sta
transform nontrivially under the anomalous U~1! in the 5151
sector. On the other hand,6•6 operator carries nonzer
charge under this U~1!. To construct a gauge-invariant op
erator~which could potentially give rise to a mass term! we
need to compensate for this U~1! charge. There areZ3
twisted closed string singlets which upon certain nonlin
transformation~which is related to the chiral-linear multiple
duality transformation in four dimensions! can be written in
a basis where they carry nonzero charges under the ano
lous U~1!. This can be most conveniently checked starti
from type I on theZ3 orbifold @4# and constructing the het
erotic dual of this model as in@4,5#. Then the 27Z3 twisted
closed string singlets in the heterotic picture are explic
charged under the anomalous U~1! subgroup of the 99 Chan
Paton gauge group U(12)̂SO(8).

The couplings in this model relevant for our discussi
here read~we are being schematic here! (66̄,1)6

•Q3, where
Q are the 27Z3 twisted closed string singlets. Upon addin
the Z2^ Z2 twists and the Wilson line, we end up with th
coupling of the type (F2f)2Q3 ~here the number of surviv
ing singletsQ after the appropriate projections is 10!, so that
there is an effective quartic coupling betweenF ’s ~onceQ ’s
andf ’s get VEVs!, but there is no mass term forF ’s. One
simple way to see this result is to note that there is aZ2
discrete symmetry under which the fieldsF and f have
charge21, whereasQ ’s have charge11. This follows from
the non-Abelian embedding of theZ2^ Z2 projection into the
Chan-Paton factors.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the previous section we have seen that there are m
nontrivial issues arising in the type I models classified in t
paper. Thus, in some cases it is difficult to break the ga
group down to SU(3)c^ SU(2)w^ U(1)Y . In other cases
this does not seem to be a problem, but the three families
obtains are not necessarily coincident with three generat
of quarks and leptons of the standard model. One of

on
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THREE GENERATIONS IN TYPE I COMPACTIFICATIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 126001
problems that appears to be quite generic is the presenc
extra light states which give rise to baryon-number-violat
couplings. In fact, this problem seems to be quite generic
even a larger class of type I vacua. In particular, it was
cently encountered in@18# where a three-family SU~5!
‘‘grand unified theory’’~GUT! was constructed from the ori
entifold of type IIB on theZ3 orbifold with D3-branes. This
model is not realistic as it is not possible to break SU~5!
down to the standard model gauge group. One interes
feature of this model is that it too suffers from baryo
number-violating terms in a fashion very similar to the mo
els we discussed in this paper.

One of the open question as far as phenomenology
perturbative type I vacua is concerned is that of supers
metry breaking. It is especially nontrivial in the context
the TeV-scale string unification. The traditional gravit
mediated supersymmetry-breaking scenario does not see
be adequate here. Gauge-mediated supersymmetry bre
might be a possibility, but so far it is unclear how it would b
realized. Not knowing much about supersymmetry-break
mechanisms~if any! in such models, it is rather difficult to
definitively study their phenomenological implications.
particular, some of the observations we made in this pa
implicitly rely on certain~perhaps, reasonable! assumptions
about the dynamics. However, at present it is not clear h
A.

s.

D
s.

ev

.S
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robust such conclusions can be, especially in the contex
TeV string unification where supersymmetry breaking a
possibly spontaneous breaking of~larger! gauge symmetry as
well as anomalous U~1! effects can be intertwined in a non
trivial fashion. In particular, some of the intuition valid in th
standard GUT scenario might not be directly applicable
these cases.

It is clear that a better understanding of supersymme
breaking in type I compactifications is more than desirable
is also conceivable that we can start from type I mod
without supersymmetry~which a priori is reasonable in the
context of TeV string unification!. It might therefore be im-
portant to understand nonsupersymmetric chiral type I va
in four dimensions, and perhaps construct some explicit
amples of such models.
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